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Over the holiday period a number of orienteers participated in the Lorne Surf Club’s 

annual “Mountain to Surf event”. The course is 8km long starting one street back 

from the main road; it winds to the top of the hill above Lorne, winds down to 

Allenvale with one more hill along the way and then drops down to the George River. 

For the next 2.3km you are on a narrow bush track (with 2000 other people).  NE’s 

were Rob Fell 36, Stuart Fell 36, James Fell 39, Glenn Hudson 39, David Hudson 41, 

Geoff Hudson 48, Fiona Fell 49, Don Fell 54.  The Melway and Silva Summer series 

were much as usual with attendances of around 150 and 80 with Melway 250 when 

schools were involved.  Rachel Johnson who set Camelot Rise had provided 250 maps 

but 275 were required. Luckily, the footballers had a copier in their rooms. Regarding 

the whole series, Geoff Hudson pointed out that there had been 600 people who took 

part in one event only during the Season – and did not return. There was also 

discussing about walking, as in power walking, and whether a long-loping cross-

country skiing type of gait is a true walk. It was about this time too that Peter Creely, 

BG, commenced issuing a frequent email bulletin about coming events and important 

matters; most useful.  

 

15 people took part in a walk/picnic organised by Joyce Rowlands & Gordon Clarke, 

starting from Baldry Crossing, a creek crossing a the Northern end of Greens Bush, 

the largest remaining area of native bush on the Mornington Peninsula, an area alive 

with  native birds and animals, wild flowers, fern gullies and grass-trees. A car shuffle 

had been arranged between various points, serious walkers doing longer, some 

continuing to Cape Schanck and doing the lighthouse tour. NEs taking part were 

Joyce, Russell Yeoman, Ron Frederick, Rex Niven, Kevin Maloney, and Geoff & 

Schon Hudson. Ron Wescott gave us an article about the Metrogaine and Cyclogaine 

held in Ballarat. There were 300 people, 63 cycle teams and 67 on foot doing the 6-

hour event. Ex-NE Derek Morris and partner won their section, Rob & Helen 

Edmonds were second, Ron Wescott & Cheryl Taylor third.   

 

We were saddened in July by the death of Arthur Thurlow who had been NEV 

secretary for 4 years or so before his earlier stroke. Despite that, he had struggled on 

with partial mobility and he and Janet still managed overseas trips.    

 

A MTBO event near Spargo was horrific; bitter cold, wind blew away a toilet -- it was 

agreed that we should investigate how we could cancel future events where conditions 

are too severe. It rained at a micro event at Heidelberg too – one runner jumped off a 

path into a puddle – only it was not, he was waist deep in water. Poor weather also 

reduced the numbers at Borhoney Ghurk but the usual regulars enjoyed it.  The Maxi 

Score with fabulous weather and heaps of people was a wonderful event. So was 

Xmas in July, again at the Adrian’s, Joyce still in the thick of things despite a 



fractured leg. Bill Johnson played lovely music as we chatted and socialised with 

orienteers from both our and other clubs. Thanks to Dorothy & Paul once again. 

Equipment got a boost with two new, expensive, tents easy to assemble and with clear 

plastic sides, also pumps for our water containers thanks to advice and know-how 

from Tom Norwood. New clothing was at planning stage.   

 

NE had been gradually losing members and were down to 45 units while BK and DR 

had awoken from previous years’ slumber and were strongly pushing the street scene; 

BK up to 120.  However, Robyn Sunderland (later to be NE) ran several street events 

for us, and two activists from the past had re-appeared, Judith Staude back from 

Darwin, and Geoff Armstrong (an original from 1982). New were Janice McPherson, 

Peter Maloney brother of Kevin, The Holmes family (Trevor, Romana & Emma), 

Gavin & Deidre Woods, the Bailes family, Paul & Melanie Matthews, Lucy Cartnell, 

the Fackwell family (Mark, Jenny, Matthew) and Helen Wheelan who walked with 

Bill at Blowhole for a marathon 207 -- fortunately Helen took it  fairly well  – with 

the occasional ‘shit’ or ‘bugger’. Joyce set the MTBO courses at Whroo – mild 

weather, no wind, 75 people. She wrote I appreciate the many hours of planning and 

checking that goes into an orienteering event – I never cease to be amazed by the 

number of people who volunteer to put themselves on the line and take a turn for the 

club.  

 

The AGM was at Point Cook. While the older folk took part in the meeting, the 

younger ones played soccer or wandered on the beach. The Vin Maloney award went 

to Colin Steer, most improved male Hugh Mallen, and most improved female Rachel 

Johnson (also in 1996) who is rarely sighted in the bush. We lost Rockhopper, 

however, by one point to Yarra Valley. About 35 attended a barbecue at the Hudson 

residence -- Schon Hudson took the opportunity to measure everybody up for club 

running tops. At Tourourrong, we had an NE Sprint day, a 1.7km  course of 3 loops 

each with a spectator control  with a reversing chasing start based on club handicaps  

everyone passed the second spectator control within the space of a minute --- winner 

was Hugh Mallen.  

 

Australia hosted the Asia-Pacific Radio-O Champs; Geoff Hudson provided the 

software that generated start lists and produced the results.  In the juniors Rob Fell 

scored gold, David Hudson was 5th, and, in the Vets, Ian Stirling was also 5th..  

 

NE had also run the Oceania Relay Champs (incl Aust-NZ Challenge) at Kooyoora. 

The courses were set by Rex Niven and Peter Mallen, with Ron Frederick the 

organiser. The results are now obtained on the internet, so nothing to report at this 

stage. The newsletter included a two-page street orienteering “Guide for Newcomers” 

– score events, scatter events, high numbered and low numbered controls, possibility 

of snakes in long grass near waterways, uncrossable fences.  
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